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QUESTION 1

A developer declared a class as follow. 

public class wysiwyg { // Properties and methods including DML } 

Which invocation of a class method will obey the organization-wide defaults and sharing settings for the 

running user in the Salesforce Organization? 

A. An Apex Trigger that invokes a helper method in this class 

B. A Visualforce page with an Apex controller that invokes a method in this class 

C. A user on an external system that has an API call into Salesforce that invokes a method in this class 

D. A developer using the Developer Console that invokes a method in this class from the execute anonymous window 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A developer has a block of code that omits any statements that indicate whether the code block should execute with or
without sharing. What will automatically obey the organization-wide defaults and sharing settings for 

the user who executes the code in the Salesforce organization? 

A. Apex Triggers 

B. HTTP Callouts 

C. Apex Controllers 

D. Anonymous Blocks 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

How can a developer warn users of SOQL governor limit violations in a trigger? 

A. Use ApexMessage.Message() to display an error message after the number of SOQL queries exceeds the limit. 

B. Use PageReference.setRedirect() to redirect the user to a custom Visualforce page before the number of SOQL
queries exceeds the limit. 

C. Use Messaging.SendEmail() to continue the transaction and send an alert to the user after the number of SOQL
queries exceeds the limit. 

D. Use Limits.getQueries() and display an error message before the number of SOQL queries exceeds the limit. 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Universal Containers (UC) decided it will not to send emails to support personnel directly from Salesforce in the event
that an unhandled exception occurs. Instead, UC wants an external system be notified of the error. What is the
appropriate publish/subscribe logic to meet these requirements? 

A. Publish the error event using the addError() method and have the external system subscribe to the event using
CometD. 

B. Publish the error event using the Eventbus.publish() method and have the external system subscribe to the event
using CometD. 

C. Have the external system subscribe to the BatchApexError event, no publishing is necessary. 

D. Publish the error event using the addError() method and write a trigger to subscribe to the event and notify the
external system. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A developer has the following code block: 

public class PaymentTax {public static decimal SalesTax = 0.0875;} trigger OpportunityLineItemTrigger on
OpportunityLineItem (before insert, before update) {PaymentTax PayTax = new PaymentTax();decimal ProductTax =
ProductCost * XXXXXXXXXXX;} 

To calculate the productTax, which code segment would a developer insert at the XXXXXXXXXXX to make the value
the class variable SalesTax accessible within the trigger? 

A. SalesTax 

B. PayTax.SalesTax 

C. PaymentTax.SalesTax 

D. OpportunityLineItemTngger.SalesTax 

Correct Answer: C 
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